
Day Trip to Weston-Super-Mare - 7th August 2019 

Today, we went on our day-trip to Weston. A day that was much cooler than previous years (thank 
goodness for some). 

We got picked up from our various pick-up points around the estates and then motored in comfort 
to Weston – arriving a bit earlier than I expected (10.45 a.m.). 

Everybody disembarked on the Seashore drop-off point, and walked into town – except moi, who 
walked exactly in the opposite direction, along the road and then the sandy shore. 

On my walk I passed this area for children to be entertained by.  And guess what? There were no 
children there!  Could it be because it is windy? A bit bracy? Or their mothers had other plans for 
them? 

 

Bearing in mind this is 2019 and prices are subject to change, here are the car park charges for up 
to a day that a car can pay for parking on the sea-front road.   

 



Just by the road are these unusual, artistic chairs where one can sit, gas & watch the world go by. 

 

I passed an area that was cordoned off for windsurfers.  Well. Today's bracing and windy weather 
suited those people perfectly & there were quite a few people windsurfing, and sandsurfing. 

The further I walked away from Weston and to this prominent point on Uphill Beach I came across 
these signs.  I do not recall seeing any of these signs on the beach facing the town.  Perhaps my 
prescribed glasses were not up to the challenge.  One wonders though if these signs were put up 
before? Or after the Morecambe Bay Disaster? 

 



Just about another 100 yards I came across this protected area.  Was it used in past gone days as 
a watch-post during the 2nd World War? Or even earlier? During the Napoleonic Wars?  Who 
knows? 



As I got nearer to this prominent point I saw the Sea. Yes!! The Sea. And here it is! Swamping one 
of those “sinking” signs – well – it gives the impression that it is sinking in amongst the waves 

 

I ended up walking all the way to the village of Uphill, past the private Golf Course. 



Here is a picture of Uphill, a village that has been flooded many times over the centuries from the 
sea, and has had numerous sea defence systems since the 1660s to protect them from flooding. 

 



From Uphill I walked to the Uphill Hill and Walborough Local Nature Reserves Past a couple of 
Lime Kilns. 

    

They serve nice food in this cafe! Just before you enter the two nature reserves. 

 

Here we have an explosive store – well the remains of one as Mother Nature has gradually taken 
over the area - again. Mother Nature is good at getting rid of previous human evidence, isn't she?  

 



As I continued my walk past the nature reserves moi intended to go to the yacht club.  However, 
direct access was tempered by the sea. So started to back-track go a different way, going uphill. 

By going backwards - & uphill, I saw in one direction, onto Uphill Nature Reserve, which appears to 
be mostly of grassland appearance.  Form here you have an aerial view of the yacht club 

 

. Turning about 60 degrees right, in the direction of walk, this interesting tower with what seemed to 
be no windows, doors or holes for ventilation.  As one got nearer it had a metal bit on top, a door 
on one side & it looks to have been used in the past as a sort of beacon or a watch-station for 
possible enemy invasion –   was this part of a chain of watch stations that will set fire to something 
at the top, announcing the “enemy” has been sighted?  Was this used in the 2nd World War as an 
observation post?  Was it also used in the Napoleonic Wars as both an Observation Post & 
possibly for beacon lighting? Or even earlier? In 1588? Was it built by then? 

  



Behind it is a church, with only half a roof on. Here are pictures of it.    This is St Nicholas Church. 
The church is on top of the hill & and is a steep climb & descent for mobile people. No facilities for 
motorised transport.  Here is the graveyard that surrounds the church.  It can be quite breezy/windy 
up here.  They advise this Norman building dates from around 1080 A.D. & consists of a tower, a 
chancel, and a nave now roofless.  These days it is cared for by the Churches Conservation Trust 
and looks in pretty good condition – despite the wind, gales, rain, ice snow it frequently has – 
Bbbbbbbbrrrrrrrrrrr!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

 

At the bottom of the hill to St Nicholas’ Church is a village road.  Came across this area, opposite 
the Dolphin, where a German Minenwerfer (literally mine-thrower) cannon used to be. 

    

So that was my walk this time. Peaceful & quiet. Took me about half an hour to get back from 
Uphill Village to our Coach’s pick-up point. 

A lovely, peaceful walk – away from the hustle & bustle of a town 


